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The Dark Knight Returns Part 2 The Dark Knight, along with new sidekick
Robin, have finally reclaimed Gotham City and allowed a ray of hope to
penetrate the reign of terror that The Mutants had cast upon his city. With
Batman back in the spotlight, the extended media coverage has awoken a far
worse evil at Arkham Asylum, The Joker! Forever destined to be mortal enemies,
The Joker has a diabolical scheme that may pull Batman down to the darkest
levels of insanity. While on the horizon, a global catastrophe races towards
Gotham and with it comes a familiar face, The Man of Steel, though this time he
has Batman in his sights. Witness as the aging Dark Knight wages a tireless war
against crime while proving that courage and will are indeed timeless. Warner
Southland Season One comes a raw and authentic look at the police unit in
Los Angeles. From the beaches of Malibu to the streets of East LA, "Southland"
is a fast-moving drama that will take you inside the lives of cops, criminals,
victims and their families. Michael Cudlitz ("A River Runs Through It") plays John
Cooper a seasoned Los Angeles cop, assigned to train young rookie Ben
Sherman (Benjamin McKenzie, "The O.C."). Cooper's honest, no-nonsense
approach to the job leaves Sherman questioning whether or not he has what it
takes to become a police officer. Cudlitz and McKenzie are joined by cast
members Regina King ("Ray," "Jerry Maguire") who plays Detective Lydia
Adams. Adams lives with and is the primary caregiver of her mother. Her
partner, Detective Russell Clarke (Tom Everett Scott, "Boiler Room") is an
unhappily married father of three. Michael McGrady ("The Thin Red Line") plays
Detective Daniel "Sal" Salinger. Sal oversees fellow gang detectives Nate
Moretta (Kevin Alejandro, "Drive," "Ugly Betty") and Sammy Bryant (Shawn
Hatosy, "Alpha Dog"). Arija Bareikis ("Crossing Jordan") plays patrol officer
Chickie Brown, a single mom who dreams of being the first woman accepted
into SWAT. Warner
Southland Complete 2,3, 4 The Southland is Los Angeles: sandy beaches,
Bel-Air mansions, gangbangers and drug deals gone wrong. It's where the
rookies and veterans of a stand-up LAPD unit see all the violence and fear a big
city can breed and struggle to make a difference. This 6-Disc Set contains all 26
explosive Season Two, Three and Four Episodes of the gripping,
lightning-paced series about the men and women who live their lives on a
jagged edge, taking on criminals, victims and a sprawling city tainted by vice
and seething with danger. Special Features include Southland: Redefining the
Cop Drama - Producers and cast reveal the story behind creating a new series
about the LAPD (From Season 2); Backing the Badge: Selected Scene
Commentary - Stories behind some of the season's more powerful sequences
(From Season 2) A Crime Tour: Southland's Crime Map - Revisiting shooting
locations (From Season 2) more. Warner
Elmo's World: All Day with Elmo It's a sunny day when you spend the day with
Elmo! This extra-long compilation of the popular Sesame Street segment
"Elmo's World" highlights activities Elmo does throughout the day, just like your
child! Wake up with Elmo, get dressed and spend time with family. Join Elmo to
learn about school and exercise. And when it's time to wind down, Elmo takes a
bath, brushes his teeth and goes to bed. Nighty-night Elmo, let's spend all day
together again tomorrow! Warner
Madly Madagascar Your favorite Madagascar pals are back in an all-new
adventure! Alex's favorite holiday, Valentine's Day, brings hilarious surprises and
excitement for the entire gang. Melman plans a big surprise for Gloria, Marty
tries to impress a new friend and everyone wants to get their hands on King
Julien's love potion. You'll fall in LOVE with Madly Madagascar! Fox
The Thieves Two bands of thieves team up to steal a priceless diamond from a
casino known for its cutting edge security, and find their meticulously planned
heist going to pot due to a series of unexpected complications. Opportunistic
thief Popie (Lee Jung-jae) and his gang have just pulled of a big job in South
Korea when they decide to get out of the country until the heat blows over.
Never one to rest on his laurels, Popie has another caper planned in Macao that
rests on his willingness to reteam with the slippery Macao Park (Kim Yun-seok),
a former associate who once betrayed him. With wire specialists Yenicall (Jeon
Ji-hyun) and Zampano (Kim Soo-hyun), skillful swindler Chewingum (Kim
Hae-sook), and expert lock picker Pepsee (Kim Hye-soo) by his side, Popie puts
his differences with Macao aside in hopes of swiping the raer yellow diamond
known as the "Tear of the Sun". Meanwhile, Macao's team includes the crass
Andrew (Oh Dal-soo), suave veteran thief Chen (Simon Yam), focused point man
Jonny (Derek Tsang), and Julie (Lee Sinje) - who never met a safe she couldn't
crack. But when the day of the heist arrives, the professionals who left nothing
to chance find their perfect plan snowballing into disaster, and a cool $20
million payday about to slip though their fingers. Well Go
Matlock 8th Season Matlock, the classic courtroom and crime drama, returns to
DVD for its penultimate season! Fans of the long-running series can own the
riveting Eighth Season starring Andy Griffith as defense attorney Ben Matlock.
Relive the suspense as Matlock defends the wrongly accused and brings justice
to Atlanta's courtrooms. A must-have for all classic TV fans! Parmount/CBS
Bonanza Season 5 - Volume 1 & 2 Bonanza follows the High-Sierra adventures
of the Cartwright family - wise patriarch Ben Cartwright and his three dissimilar
sons, Adam, Hoss and "Little Joe" as they attempt to maintain and operate their
sprawling timberland ranch, the Ponderosa, in an era of violence and
lawlessness in mid-1800's Nevada. Parmount/CBS
A Simple Life Roger (Andy Lau) is a successful movie producer. Ah Tao (Deanie
Ip) has worked for Roger's family as a nanny and maid over the course of four
generations. When Roger comes home to find Ah Tao's suffered a severe stroke
and is unable to care for herself, he agrees to help her relocate to a nursing
home. Roger helps Tao adjust to her new life and surroundings and soon
begins to better understand himself. Well Go USA
The Bouquet Two estranged sisters torn apart by their differences suddenly
find themselves working together towards a common goal in the
heartwarming drama, The Bouquet. For years, overachiever Terri (Kristy
Swanson) and her idealistic sister, Mandy (Alberta Mayne), have kept their
distance from each other, as well as from their parents' struggling florist
business. But when a tragic turn of events brings both women home, they
discover just how much they need one another in order to continue their
family legacy. Filled with romance, humor and hope, it's an endearing story about
making time for the ones you love. Vivendi
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Here Comes The Boom Former collegiate wrestler Scott Voss (Kevin James)
is a 42-year-old, apathetic high school teacher. When budget cutbacks
threaten to cancel some of the school's programs and lay off its music
teacher (Henry Winkler), Scott creates a scheme to raise money by
moonlighting as a mixed martial arts fighter. Everyone thinks Scott is crazy most of all the school nurse, Bella (Salma Hayek). In his quest, Scott gains
something he never expected as he inspires his students and becomes a
sensation that rallies the entire school. Sony
Celeste and Jesse Forever Celeste (Rashida Jones) and Jesse (Andy
Samberg) are high school sweethearts who married young and are now at a
crossroads at the age of thirty. While Celeste is a success in business, Jesse is
unemployed and adrift. Celeste thinks that if they divorce now they could
still remain friends. Jesse passively accepts the decision even though he is
still in love with her. As reality sets in, Celeste slowly and painfully realizes
she has been cavalier about their relationship, but her timing with Jesse is
less than fortuitous. Sony
Fairfield Road After Noah McManus loses a high-powered political job and
his fiancé all in one day, he escapes to the small New England town of
Harpswell in Cape Cod. There he falls in love with a bookstore owner as well
as the quaint town itself, giving him new purpose and a sense of belonging
that he has been missing in life. Vivendi
Puppy Love When single mom Megan Nolan moves to a new town, she feels
guilty for uprooting her ten-year-old daughter Caitlin. Seeing that the little
girl's only friend is a neighbor's dog, Megan decides to adopt a shelter pet
for Caitlin. She immediately regrets her decision when Caitlin gravitates to
the biggest, sloppiest dog in the pound, Jake. Megan's beautiful new home
is now in shambles and, as Megan considers returning Jake to the shelter,
handsome ballplayer Ben shows up claiming Jake is his dog, the regrettable
outcome of his roommate leaving a gate open. Megan and Ben butt heads.
Ben wants to take his dog and leave, until he sees that Caitlin loves Jake as
much as he ever could. Now it is clear: the pound puppy everyone loves
deserves no less than joint custody. Vivendi
The Garfield Show: Spring Fun Collection Garfield invites you to join him
this spring! So grab your camera and head on outside as Garfield and his
friends embark on a series of adventures. Watch as he almost gets thrown
out of the house when Jon becomes allergic to cats. Then take a break and
head on to the farm as Garfield joins in the daily raising of his farm animal
pals! All seems to be going well until he ends up saving a blue bird from a
hungry cat and almost gets caught by a dogcatcher. There is never a dull
moment when Garfield is around! Vivendi
Martha & Friends: Martha's Magnificent Egg Martha and Friends hope to
win an egg decorating contest so they can attend the White House Easter
Egg Roll.Â Unfortunately a mysterious thief takes all of the prizewinning
eggs but Martha is able to save the day by coming up with some last minute
decorating ideas! Vivendi
3rd Rock From The Sun Season 5 Attention people of Earth: Behold the
hilarious 5th season of The Solomons' mission to investigate human
behavior! Share the joy of a possible childbirth! Scream in terror as the
family attends an interactive murder mystery! Weep in sorrow as the family
car is wrecked! Gasp in suspense as Dick and Harry are trapped deep in a
hole! Release the beast within as Sally discovers birth control! Get all sweaty
as Tommy prepares to lose his virginity! Soak up the shocking secrets of the
local laundromat! And bow down in surrender as The Big Giant Head returns
to claim his offspring in the two-part season finale! Experience all 22
complete episodes on several strangely shiny discs featuring such guest
stars as William Shatner, Billy Connolly, David Hasselhoff, Genie Francis,
Jonathan Frakes, Bob Odenkirk, Miguel Ferrer, Alan Cumming, Curtis
Armstrong, Ana Gasteyer and more! Mill Creek
3rd Rock From The Sun Season 6 After six brilliant seasons, over 30 Emmy®
nominations and more laughs than any superior alien race can possibly
tabulate, the Solomon's mission ends here: It was the year in which Tommy
goes to college, Sally becomes a weather girl, Harry bothers the Amish,
Mary's rich sister proposes, Dick buys a timeshare, evil nemesis Dr. Liam
Neesam returns, and The Big Giant Head issues a shocking final order.
There's love and sex, physics and magicians, power brunches and pumping
gas, self-help books and self-defense classes, a time/space portal in the
closet, and the hour-long series finale that finishes their time on Earth
forever. Join John Lithgow, Kristen Johnston, French Stewart, Joseph
Gordon-Levitt, Jane Curtin, Simbi Khali, Elmarie Wendel and Wayne Knight along with such guest stars as Megan Mullally, John Cleese, Richard Belzer,
Darrell Hammond, Tracy Morgan, Ana Gasteyer, Elaine Stritch and Elvis
Costello - for these 20 final episodes of the series that legions of humans will
forever hail as the most hilarious sci-fi sitcom in the history of the universe!
Mill Creek
The Secret Has been passed down through the ages... coveted, hidden, lost,
stolen, bought for vast sums of money, and known by some of the most
exceptional people who ever lived: Plato, Galileo, Da Vinci, Beethoven,
Edison, and Einstein, to name a few. The Secret reveals how you can change
every aspect of your life. Turning weakness or suffering into strength, power,
unlimited abundance, health and joy. Everything is possible, nothing is
impossible. There are no limits. Whatever you can dream of can be yours,
when you use The Secret. Mill Creek
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The Definitive Civil War Collection 10 DVD In the spring of 1861, decades of
simmering tensions between the northern and southern United States
exploded into the American Civil War. The war raged from 1861 to 1865 over
issues including states' rights versus federal authority, westward expansion
and slavery. Witness over 28 hours of first-hand accounts through memoirs,
diaries, letters and extraordinary live re-enactments in this 10 DVD Definitive
Civil War Collection. The Ulltimate Civil War Series 150th Anniversary Edition
The series starts from the birth of the abolitionist movement and the wars
over slavery in Kansas and Harper’s Ferry, through the election of President
Abraham Lincoln and the firing on Fort Sumter. It’s told mostly from
first-hand accounts and in the spoken words of the participants themselves,
through their diaries, letters and memoirs. Civil War: America DividedCivil
War: America Divided is a breathtaking 10-part journey into the bloodiest
war in American history, and more than a retelling of history, it brings
history to life. Through historical photos and masterfully crafted battlefield
re-enactments, experience the war through the soldier’s point-of-view. The
Civil War: Commemorative Documentary CollectionViewers are transported
directly to the frontlines of the most historically significant battles of this
fascinating war. With a combination of large-scale re-enactments, taking
place on actual battlegrounds and insightful documentary features, this
extraordinary collection gives an exciting and in-depth portrayal of the
turbulent times that gripped the nation. Lincoln: Trial By Fire Explore the life
and times of Abraham Lincoln in five insightful documentaries! Witness the
stirring events leading up to Lincoln’s assassination and the aftermath that
quickly followed. Discover the power struggle between Lincoln and General
George McClellan and uncover the story of the Confederacy’s last attack
that almost brought the North to its knees! Up From Slavery A compelling
and haunting 7-part documentary series that examines the history of
slavery in America, from the arrival of the first African slaves through Nat
Turner’s Rebellion to the Civil War and beyond. With incredibly detailed
historical re-enactments, expert commentary and the stories of slavery told
through first-hand accounts, this is an epic struggle 400 years in the making.
Mill Creek
The Whole Truth A woman finds out the hard way that criminals have a
funny way of repaying the people who've helped them in this independent
comedy. Angela Masters (Elisabeth Rohm) is a talented acting coach who
has discovered there isn't much market for her services outside of New York
and Los Angeles. But Angela has found a lucrative market for her talents she
offers "personality transplants" to felons awaiting trial, teaching them how
to seem more sympathetic and compassionate in the witness box in order
to convince the jury they deserve another chance. Angela's business is
going great until she agrees to help to help coach mob kingpin Yaro
Maroslav (Eric Roberts) through an upcoming trial. Angela's direction helps
get Yaro off the hook, but rather than show his gratitude, he makes her one
of the targets in a string of retribution killings. Green Apple
Ghost Trap Life without a car can be murder. Nobody is going to learn that
lesson faster than Campbell Jackman (Brian Kolodziej), a 20-something, out
of work and out of options misfit in Detroit. After a disastrous move to Los
Angeles, Campbell is quickly learning that the only thing worse than life
with no vehicle is trying to buy one from a Creepy madman! The Van now
has a new owner and the Creep Van s death toll rise's, things for Campbell
take a turn for the worse when the Creep begins calling and threatening
him. Inception
Undersea Edens Our southern oceans are teeming with life, color...and
constant danger. Each one hosts a bounty of wild species, with predators at
every turn. Explore the most life-abundant and stunning seas on our planet,
above and below the waterline. Travel to places so remote, few film crews
dare venture. From the giant kelp forests of Tasmania to remote coral reefs
off Papua New Guinea, from massive 15-foot manta rays to tiny imperial
shrimp smaller than a child's fingernail, discover worlds and creatures so
rare it's hard to imagine they even exist. Inception
The Origins of Oz The documentary focuses mainly on the type of person
Baum was and his creation of Oz and how groundbreaking it was for
American literature. (Carroll's Alice goes without a mention, but then, it is a
different story and character.) This is done with well-researched narration,
paired with historical photographs, and early film footage (including Baum's
silent Oz films), and interviews with many knowledgeable people from the
Oz community. Inception
Chicken with Plums is a "captivating live-action fairytale full of whimsy,
humor, magic and despair". Since his beloved violin was broken, Nasser Ali
Khan, one of the most renowned musicians of his day, has lost all taste for
life. Finding no instrument worthy of replacing it, he decides to confine
himself to bed to await death. As he hopes for its arrival, he plunges into
deep reveries, with dreams as melancholic as they are joyous, taking him
back to his youth and even to a conversation with Azraël, the Angel of
Death, who reveals the future of his children. As pieces of the puzzle
gradually fit together, the poignant secret of his life comes to light: a
wonderful story of love which inspired his genius and his music. Sony
A Late Quartet Christopher Walken and Philip Seymour Hoffman* strike all
the right chords with Academy Award® Nominee Catherine Keener** and
Mark Ivanir in this powerful story that blends raw emotion with fiery passion
to form an unforgettable cinematic masterpiece. After 25 years together, the
members of a world-renowned string quartet learn that their beloved cellist
(Walken) may soon be forced to retire. But the news stirs up equally painful
challenges when competing egos, harbored resentment, and irrepressible
lust threaten to derail the group as they struggle to maintain harmony in
their music and their lives. Fox

